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In this work, we study indirect photon signatures of leptophilic dark matter (DM) coming from
Centaurus A (Cen A), where a DM density spike is believed to have survived to date contrary to the case of
our galaxy. We consider a model where DM is a Majorana fermion which interacts with right-handed
electrons via a scalar mediator. Assuming that the photons measured from the core of Cen A are coming
from SM processes, we derive constraints on the average annihilation cross section which are 7 orders of
magnitude stronger than the ones from measurements of the Galactic Center. Focusing on the allowed
parameter space range, we calculate the flux of photons coming from the radiative DM-electron scattering
in the active galactic nuclei (AGN) jets and the circular polarization asymmetry of these photons. We find
that this flux is two orders of magnitude lower than the background but its circular polarization asymmetry
can reach values close to 100%, indicating the need to experimentally exploit the high fraction of circular
polarization in order to detect these interactions. Since the origin of the photons in the GeV-TeV range from
Cen A is not completely clear and an exotic origin is compatible with the measurements as well, we also
consider the scenario in which synchrotron radiation can only partially explain the photon flux and we fit
the excess with signals coming from DM annihilation, finding a best fit for a DM candidate with a mass
mχ̃ ¼ 123 GeV and a coupling aR ¼ 0.018.
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the most important challenges in modern cos-
mology and particle physics is the understanding of the
nature of dark matter (DM). Despite the precise determi-
nation of the DM abundance in the presently accepted
model for our Universe (ΩCDMh2 ¼ 0.120� 0.001) by the
Planck collaboration [1], its true identity remains unknown.
Current theoretical efforts are aimed at finding extensions
of the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics, introduc-
ing new particles that would explain the astrophysical and
cosmological observations. Likewise, experimental tech-
niques are trying to detect these particles directly or
indirectly, pushing further their sensitivities.

Indirect detection experiments look for an excess of
SM products coming from DM interactions in high DM
density regions of the sky. In particular, conventional
indirect photon searches are designed to attempt to measure
an excess of photons coming from DM interactions, usually
self-annihilations into SM particles, over the astrophysical
background.
The center of galaxies are expected to host a huge

amount of dark and baryonic matter. The inner region of
our galaxy has been broadly explored in the context of DM
searches; however, younger galaxies with active galactic
nuclei (AGN), such as Centaurus A (Cen A) or Messier 87
(M87), are expected to gather a higher DM component.
Therefore, the study of DM in their interior can help us to
better characterize the properties of these unknown par-
ticles. In particular, Cen A and M87 are believed to possess
a high DM density spike due to DM accretion onto
supermassive black holes (BH) in the interior of these
objects [2], which would have survived to date, contrary
to the case of the Milky Way. Exploiting this fact, some
DM models have been constrained. For example, con-
straints on the velocity-independent (s-wave) cross section
for the annihilation of weakly interacting massive par-
ticles (WIMPs) in the core of M87 have been derived in
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Refs. [3,4], suggesting that thermal DM with masses
≲105 GeV would be ruled out for this class of models.
However, if the constraint of the relic density is relaxed, this
model is able to explain the anomalous peak of the photon
flux spectrum of Cen A measured by Fermi-LAT between
2.5 GeV and 5 TeV with self-annihilations of nonthermal
DM with masses of hundreds of GeV or some TeVs [5].
Moreover, these objects are well-known sources of high-

energy particles, such as electrons and protons, which will
interact with DM in the AGN jets. Therefore, we will not
only expect signals from the self-annihilation of DM but
also from its scattering with the baryonic and leptonic
matter of the AGN jets. In particular, the total flux of
photons coming from interactions between neutralinos and
electrons in the AGN of Cen A is found to be high enough
to be observable by Fermi-LAT [6–8]. However, the
authors assume a jet power in electrons which is incom-
patible with the measurements as the jet model considered
would provide a photon flux orders of magnitude higher
than the observed one. Consequently, we reevaluated the
intensity of this kind of signature.
Furthermore, the photons produced in DM scattering

with cosmic rays are expected to be circularly polarized,
giving possibly an extra handle to distinguish them from
the background. Recent works [9–14] have shown that
DM interactions with SM particles can generate circular
polarized signals in X rays or gamma rays. A net circular
polarization can be observed in the sky when there is an
excess of one photon polarization state over the other. As
the notion of circular polarization is related to parity (P)
violation due to the fact that photons flip helicity under
parity, P must be violated in at least one of the dominant
photon emission processes. But P violation is not the only
condition required, there must be either an asymmetry in
the number density of one of the particles in the initial state
or CP must be violated as well. Accordingly, a P violating
interaction of DM with electrons in a region of the sky
where there are more electrons than positrons will be a
source of circularly polarized photons [12,14].
Even if nowadays there are no experiments able to

measure circular polarization in gamma rays, this feature is
important to understand the DM nature and could be
exploited to detect DM. Motivated by this, in Ref. [14]
we studied the circular polarized signals of photons coming
from DM interactions with cosmic ray electrons in the
Galactic Center (GC). We found that, although the circular
polarization asymmetry can reach up to 90% at the
distinctive peak present in the photon flux spectrum, the
signal obtained does not seem to be detectable in
the immediate future due to the low intensity of the photon
flux. However, the high dependence of the photon flux and
the circular polarization asymmetry on the electron energy
spectrum suggested that different sources, such as AGNs,
could provide higher circular polarized fluxes and poten-
tially lead to the detection of DM. Note that, although

higher in general, the photon flux coming from the self-
annihilation of DM will not produce a net circular polari-
zation asymmetry since the initial state for the interaction is
a CP-eigenstate.
In this work, we explore the signals coming from

leptophilic t-channel DM self-annihilation and scattering
with electrons in AGNs. We calculate the circular polari-
zation asymmetry due to the interaction of our Majorana
fermionic DM candidate with electrons of the jet radiating a
photon in the final state. In particular, we consider a
simplified model where the DM particle couples to
right-handed electrons via a charged scalar mediator as it
was done in Ref. [14]. The choice of this model is
motivated by the fact that both DM self-annihilations
and scatterings with electrons can provide monochromatic
lines in the photon spectrum at the value of the DM mass
and at the one of the mass splittings, respectively. This is
the case because the leading order annihilation channel
χ̃ χ̃ → eþe− is velocity suppressed and therefore the dom-
inant annihilation channels are the loop-induced γγ pro-
duction and the virtual internal bremsstrahlung (VIB)
eþe−γ, characterized by linelike features in the small mass
splitting regime (see Refs. [14–20]). Besides, the scattering
will be a source of circularly polarized photons.
In terms of the astrophysical source, we focus on Cen A.

This object is the closest active galaxy powered by its AGN,
the estimated distance to the Earth is dAGN ∼ 3.8 Mpc
(redshift ∼0.00183) [21], and the highest flux radio galaxy
detected in hard X ray and gamma ray bands [21].
The paper is structured as follows. In Sec. II, we describe

the theoretical framework for the calculations, focusing on
the modeling of the DM density profile and the electron
energy spectrum in the jet. The DM model used is also
briefly described. In Sec. III, we present the results of our
study assuming two potential scenarios. Firstly, we assume
that the gamma ray photons measured by Fermi-LAT and
HESS coming from the core of Cen A are due to
synchrotron self-Compton (SSC) radiation by two emitting
zones, as it was modeled in Ref. [21]. We show that, in this
scenario, a huge range of our parameter space is excluded
by the self-annihilation of our DM candidate, i.e., χ̃ χ̃ →
e−eþγ and χ̃ χ̃ → γγ, if the DM density spike is present.
These constraints are derived for the first time for lepto-
philic t-channel DM. We also calculate the flux of
photons coming from the DM-electron scattering in the
jet, χ̃e− → χ̃e−γ, and its circular polarization asymmetry.
From a completely different assumption, similarly to what
it is done in Ref. [5], modeling the background with a
broken power law spectrum, we find an explanation for the
excess of photons measured by Fermi-LAT between
2.5 GeV and 300 GeV with DM self-annihilation. For this
analysis we consider both the prompt emission of photons
coming from χ̃ χ̃ → e−eþγ, χ̃ χ̃ → γγ, χ̃ χ̃ → γZ, and the
synchrotron radiation of the electrons produced by the 2
to 3 annihilation. Finally in Sec. IV we summarize our
conclusions.
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II. PHOTON SIGNATURES FROM CEN A

As it is illustrated in Ref. [14], the flux of photons
coming from a P violating interaction between DM and
electrons can provide high circular polarization asymme-
tries. This feature can be exploited to obtain information
about the DM nature and its interactions with ordinary
matter as well as to learn about the DM and electron
distributions. However, the low intensity of the total flux of
photons coming from these interactions in the GC makes
these signals difficult to be observed. Here, we calculate the
circular polarized flux of photons coming from DM
particles of mass mχ̃ scattering off electrons in the AGN
jet of Cen A, where both the density of DM and electrons
are higher than in the GC. In particular, we consider the
model studied in Ref. [14], which is briefly described in
Sec. II C, where the χ̃e− → χ̃e−γ� scattering is resonant
(� indicates the positive or negative circular polarization of
the photon) and provides a peak in the photon spectrum for
energies equal to the value of the mass splitting. This flux
can be written as

dΦγ;�
dEγ

¼ δDM
mχ

Z
dEe

�
1

d2AGN

dϕAGN
e

dEe

�
d2σ�

dΩγdEγ
ðθ0;EγÞ; ð1Þ

where the last term is the differential cross section for the
processes radiating photons with positive and negative
circular polarization. Ωγ is the solid angle between the
emitted photon and the incoming electron (with θγ the polar
coordinate that is fixed at θ0 based on the position of the
AGN with respect to the line of sight), and Ee and Eγ are
the incoming electron and the outgoing photon energies.
In order to obtain the flux given by Eq. (1) we need to

calculate three factors. The first factor,

δDM ≡
Z

r0

rmin

ρDMðrÞdr; ð2Þ

is the integral of the DM density profile, ρDMðrÞ, over the
distance from the center of the AGN, along the direction of
the jet. The integration limits, rmin and r0, are the minimum
distance from the AGN center at which the scattering
process we study takes place and the distance at which the
AGN jet fades, respectively. Previous studies [6] have
found that, while results depend sensitively on the value of
rmin, the actual value of r0 plays little or no role (since DM
density profiles typically fall off steeply with increasing
radius).
The second factor involves the energy spectrum of the

electron, dϕ
AGN
e

dEe
, that, as we have previously mentioned, has

an important impact on the final results, and the AGN
distance, dAGN.
Finally, the third factor depends upon the DM particle

model and it involves the cross section at a scattering angle

θ0 between the direction of the AGN jet and the line
of sight.
Apart from this signal, given the high DM density spike

in the center of Cen A considered in this work, we expect a
flux of photons coming from the annihilation of DM. The
flux of such photons can be estimated as

dΦann

dEγ
¼ dNγ

dEγ

hσvi
8πm2

χ̃d
2
AGN

Z
r0

rmin

dr4πr2ρ2DMðrÞ; ð3Þ

where hσvi is the total annihilation cross section and
dNγ=dEγ is the differential photon spectrum per annihila-
tion event for the particular DMmodel under consideration.
In order to compute this quantity we made use of the

approximation

Z
ΔΩ

Z
l:o:s

ρ2DMðrÞdsdΩ ≈
4π

d2AGN

Z
r0

4RS

r2ρ2DMðrÞdr; ð4Þ

where s is the radial coordinate along the line of sight
(l.o.s), r ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

d2AGN þ s2 − 2dAGNs cos θ
p

and ΔΩ is the
solid angle of observation. This approach is valid because
dAGN ≫ r0.
Note that, contrary to the ones coming from the scatter-

ing, the photons produced via DM annihilation will not be
circularly polarized.

A. DM density

One of the potentially interesting features of some
AGNs is the fact that, as depicted in Ref. [2], they can
be characterized by the presence of a dense central spike of
DM. In particular, this is expected to happen if DM
particles are collisionless and the BH grows adiabatically
by amassing stars, gas, and DM. In this scenario, given an
initial DM distribution such as ρðrÞ ∝ ρ0ðr=r0Þ−γ, the
functional form of the final DM density is given by

ρDMðrÞ ¼
ρspðrÞρsat

ρspðrÞ þ ρsat
; ð5Þ

where the radial dependence of the profile is given by
ρspðrÞ and ρsat is the saturation density. The latter is the
maximum density allowed by DM annihilation and reads

ρsat ≃
mχ̃

hσvitBH
; ð6Þ

where tBH is the age of the BH, mχ̃ is the DM mass, and
hσvi the velocity averaged annihilation cross section. The
radial dependence is instead given by

ρspðrÞ ¼ ρRgγðrÞ
�
Rsp

r

�
γsp
; ð7Þ
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with

ρR ¼ ρ0

�
Rsp

r0

�
−γ

gγðrÞ ≃
�
1 −

4RS

r

�
3

γsp ¼ 9 − 2γ

4 − γ
Rsp ¼ αγr0

�
MBH

ρ0r30

�
1=ð3−γÞ

:

Specifically, gγðrÞ accounts for the capture of DM in the
BH, note that no stable orbit is allowed for nonrelativis-
tic particles below 4RS [22,23], being that RS is the
Schwarzschild radius. Regarding the rest of factors, γsp
is the slope of the density profile in the spike and Rsp is the
radius of the spike, which depends on the BH mass MBH
and the normalization constant αγ .
It is worth pointing out that the spike structure is

expected to smooth down because of dynamical relaxation
caused by the scattering of DM with stars, leading to a
power law DM profile ρDMðrÞ ∼ r−

3
2 [24]. However, this is

supposedly not the case for Cen A [3–5], being a dynami-
cally young AGN: its relaxation time is expected to be
∼102 Gyr, which is larger than the Hubble time ∼14 Gyr
and therefore dynamical heating by stars is inefficient. As a
result, a spike formed in early times could have survived
until now. Nevertheless, it is worth stressing that no direct
evidence of spikes has been found so far and their existence
is debatable since other aspects can disrupt the spike. For
example, if the growth of the BH was instantaneous, the
adiabatic treatment would not be suitable and the DM
density profile would scale instead as ρDMðrÞ ∝ r−

4
3 [25].

Mergers between halos containing supermassive BHs
(SMBHs) can also destroy DM spikes by expelling DM
particles from the center due to the kinetic heating induced
by the SMBH binaries created. In this case, the DM density
profile would behave as ρDMðrÞ ∝ r−

1
2 [26]. The same

profile is expected if the BH did not grow exactly at the
center of the DM halo, but may have grown instead from a
BH seed brought in by a merger of progenitor halos, and
then spiraled in to the center [25]. In this work, apart from
the adiabatic growth of the SMBH, we assume that this has
occurred in the center of the DM halo and that the halo did
not undergo a merger.
For a radius bigger than Rsp, the DM density is described

by a standard power law behavior, which we describe with
a NFW (Navarro-Frenk-White) profile, such as

ρhaloðrÞ ¼ ρ0

�
r
r0

�
−γ
�
1þ r

r0

�
−2
; ð8Þ

where γ ¼ 1 and, therefore, γsp ¼ 7=3.
Given all of the above, the functional form of the density

considered reads

ρDMðrÞ ¼

8>><
>>:

0 r < 4RS

ρspðrÞρsat
ρspðrÞþρsat

4RS ≤ r < Rsp:

ρhaloðrÞ r ≥ Rsp

ð9Þ

In order to fix the parameters ρ0 and Rsp we require that
the DM density satisfies the following equations:

Z
105RS

4RS

4πr2ρDMðrÞdr≲ ΔMBH; ð10Þ
Z

50 kpc

4RS

4πr2ρDMðrÞdr≲ 1012 M⊙: ð11Þ

The first equation is requiring that the DM mass in the
vicinity of the BH is not bigger than the uncertainty on the
BHmass itself,ΔMBH, and the second equation is requiring
that the total DM mass in the galaxy does not exceed the
mass of the galaxy, ∼1012 M⊙. In particular, for Cen A,
following Refs. [27,28], we have

tBH ¼ 1010 yr ΔMBH ¼ 3 × 107 M⊙

MBH ¼ 5.5 × 107 M⊙ RS ¼ 5 × 10−6 pc

αγ ¼ 0.1 r0 ¼ 20 kpc:

Plugging these parameters in the above equations we find
ρ0 ∼ 1 GeV=cm3 and Rsp ¼ 108RS.
On the left side of Fig. 1, we show the DM density

profile as a function of the radial distance to the center of
the AGN for different values of the velocity-averaged
annihilation cross section and a DM candidate of
mass mχ̃ ¼ 100 GeV. As it can be seen from the plot,
the smaller the cross section is, the bigger the spike in the
vicinity of the BH is. On the right side of Fig. 1, we instead
show the values of δDM, defined in Eq. (2), for different DM
masses as a function of hσvi. It is interesting to note
that, while for higher values of the velocity-averaged
annihilation cross section there are differences in δDM,
below hσvi ∼ 10−34 cm3=s the quantity plateaus around
6 × 1031 GeV=cm2 independently of the DM mass.
In the event that no dense spike of DM has been formed

in Cen A, we consider a scenario in which the DM density
profile is given by the classic NFW functional form. In
particular, we take

ρDMðrÞ ¼

8>><
>>:

0 r < 4RS

ρsat 4RS ≤ r < Rsat

ρhaloðrÞ r ≥ Rsat

; ð12Þ

with Rsat being the radius below which the DM density
saturates, which is given by the formula [27]

Rsat ¼ r0

�
ρ0hσvitBH

mχ̃

�1
γ

: ð13Þ
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Also for this case, we verify that the Eqs. (10) and (11)
are fulfilled. If DM exhibits the latter density profile, we
find δDM ∼ 1024 GeV=cm2, which is 7–8 orders of magni-
tude smaller than the one obtained with the spike profile.
Therefore, considerably lower photon fluxes are expected if
no spike is present.

B. The electron energy spectrum in the jet

In this section we discuss the modeling of the electron
energy spectrum in the AGN jet, i.e., the second factor in the
photon flux of Eq. (1). As shown inRefs. [6–8], the geometry
details of the AGN jet are not very important for our
calculation. However, modeling the energy spectrum of
electrons in the jet accurately is crucial. Here we consider
the blob geometry used in Refs. [6–8], where electronsmove
isotropically in the blob frame with a power law energy
distribution. Furthermore, the blob moves with respect to the
central BHwith a bulk Lorentz factor towards the observer in
a jet given by ΓB ¼ ð1 − β2BÞ−1

2 with an angle θ0 to the line of
sight. Therefore, the emission is Doppler shifted with a
Doppler factor δ ¼ ½ΓBð1 − βB cos θ0Þ�−1. In particular, for
Centaurus A, ΓB ∼ 7 and δ ∼ 1 [21]. Based on the observa-
tions of emitted gamma rays from the core of Cen A by the
Fermi-LAT and HESS experiments, the distribution for the
relativistic particles in the jet (in the blob frame) can be
described as a broken power law [21]

dϕAGN
e

dγ0
ðγ0Þ ¼ 1

2
keγ0−s1

�
1þ

�
γ0

γ0br

�ðs2−s1Þ�−1

for γ0min < γ0 < γ0max; ð14Þ
with γ0 ¼ E0

e
me
, E0

e being the electron energy in the blob frame
and me its mass. See Ref. [29] and the Appendix A from

Ref. [27] for more details. The parameters s1; s2; γ0br; γ
0
min,

and γ0max are taken from the model used in Ref. [21], which is
described by two SSC emission zones, since a single zone
SSC model is not able to adequately account for the overall
core spectral energy distribution (SED) of CenA. The values
used for these parameters are reported in Table I. Note,
however, that the gamma ray data used in Ref. [21] should be
treated as upper limits since part of this emission for Eγ ≳
100 GeV arises on large scales, as it has been pointed out
in Ref. [30].
The normalization constant ke can be determined

from the jet power in electrons, which is defined in the
BH frame as

Le ¼
Z

1

−1

dμ
ΓBð1 − βBμÞ

Z
γmax

γmin

dγmeγ
dϕAGN

e

dγ
ðγ; μÞ; ð15Þ

with μ ¼ cos θ and γ ¼ Ee=me, being Ee the energy of the
electron. Similarly, in the blob frame μ0 ¼ cos θ0. Note that
the jet power in electrons can be written as Le ¼ πR2

bβBue,
where ue is the energy density for a cylindrical jet region of
radius Rb. The quantities in the two frames are related by
the blob velocity βB and boost ΓB as

μ0 ¼ μ − βB
1 − βBμ

; γ0 ¼ γΓBð1 − βBμÞ; ð16Þ

or, equivalently,

μ ¼ μ0 þ βB
1þ βBμ

0 ; γ ¼ γ0

ΓBð1 − βBμÞ
: ð17Þ

In this way

FIG. 1. Left: DM density profile as a function of the radial distance to the AGN center in the scenario of a spike formed in the vicinity
of the central BH of Cen A for different values of the velocity-averaged cross section hσvi and fixing mχ̃ ¼ 100 GeV. Right: The δDM
quantity that enters the flux calculation as a function of hσvi for different DM mass values.
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Z
1

−1
dμ0

Z
γ0max

γ0min

dγ0
dϕAGN

e

dγ0
ðγ0Þ

¼
Z

1

−1

dμ
ΓBð1 − βBμÞ

Z
γmax

γmin

dγ
dϕAGN

e

dγ
ðγ; μÞ; ð18Þ

where the limits on the integral over γ are given by

γmin ¼
γ0min

ΓBð1 − βBμÞ
; γmax ¼

γ0max

ΓBð1 − βBμÞ
: ð19Þ

Therefore, the distribution for the relativistic electrons in
the jet in the BH frame can be written as

dϕAGN
e

dγ
ðγ; μÞ ¼ 1

2

ke½γΓBð1 − βBμÞ�−s1
1þ ðγðΓBð1 − βBμÞÞ=γ0brÞs2−s1

: ð20Þ

Using this, the electron energy spectrum which appears
together with the distance to the AGN dAGN in the second
factor that we need to compute the flux of Eq. (1) reads

dϕAGN
e

dEe
¼ 1

me

Z
1

μ0

dμ
ΓBð1 − βBμÞ

dϕAGN
e

dγ
ðγ; μÞ; ð21Þ

where μ0 parametrizes the jet collimation. In the following,
we adopt a value of μ0 ¼ 0.9 to ensure a highly colli-
mated jet.

C. The DM model

In order to obtain quantitative results, we consider a
specific leptophilic DM simplified model, following the
works in Refs. [14,19,20,31]. The Lagrangian of the model
of interest is given by

LDM ¼ iψ̄ χ̃ð=D −mχ̃Þψχ̃ þDμφ
†Dμφ −mφφ

†φ

þ ðaRēRψχ̃φþ H:c:Þ; ð22Þ

where the SM has been extended with two additional
degrees of freedom: a Majorana DM candidate χ̃ and a
scalar mediator φ which couples to right-handed electrons
via the coupling aR. Since DM is a singlet of the SM gauge
group, the scalar mediator has to carry all the charges of the
SM right-handed electron and is therefore charged. The
parameter space of the model is three dimensional and
completely specified by the parameters fmχ̃ ; mφ; aRg. It is
worth noting that in order to ensure the stability of the DM
candidate, its mass cannot exceed the one of the mediator
particle. Consequently, the further constraint mφ > mχ̃ is
imposed on the parameter space.
The choice of considering a t-channel model is related to

the fact that these kinds of models exhibit a resonant
enhancement of the DM-electron interactions, which can be
exploited to probe the small mass splitting regime ΔM ¼
mφ −mχ̃ ∼ ½0.1; 10� GeV and open a new window on the

exploration of a region of the parameter space which is
difficult to study in other experimental methods. Besides,
we choose a parity violating interaction where DM particles
only couple to right handed electrons in order to maximize
the circular polarization asymmetry. Additionally, being the
model characterized by a p-wave suppressed annihilation
into electrons, the distinctive annihilation photon signals
are all linelike, coming from VIB and loop-induced γγ
and Zγ.
We obtain our results through the use of a model

implemented in FeynRules [32], which is then used to
compute analytical and numerical results with tools like
FeynArts [33], FeynCalc [34–36], MadGraph5-AMC@NLO [37],
MadDM [38,39], and micrOMEGAs [40].
For a detailed discussion on the current experimental

limits on the parameter space of the model, we refer the
reader to Ref. [14].

III. RESULTS

In the following we present the results of our study. In
particular, we consider two separate scenarios according to
different assumptions on the measured flux of gamma rays
from Cen A. In the first part of the analysis, we assume that
the photon SED can be explained completely by astrophysi-
cal known sources, i.e., two SSC jet-related components of
the Cen A AGN, as it is done in Ref. [21], and therefore the
detected photons can be considered as background for
potential DM signals. In the latter scenario, we assume that
while part of the SED is explained by SM processes in the
AGN jets, DM is responsible for what looks like an excess of
photons in the [10–100] GeV energy window.

A. Exclusion limits from DM self-annihilation and
circularly polarized photon flux

Following the assumptions for the SED done in
Ref. [21], which we have used in Sec. II B to derive the
energy distribution of relativistic electrons, we can now
project constraints on the model that we are considering. In
particular, we consider the photon flux from Ref. [21]
(Fig. 3) as our background. We can parametrize the flux of
a monochromatic signal as

dΦann

dEγ
¼ hσvi

2m2
χ̃d

2
AGN

Iχ̃ðr0ÞδðEγ −mχ̃Þ; ð23Þ

where

Iχ̃ðr0Þ ¼
Z

r0

rmin

drr2ρ2DMðrÞ: ð24Þ

Given that our DM model is characterized by a helicity
suppression for the leading order 2 → 2 scattering, the
dominant annihilation signal is given by the 3-body
annihilation χ̃ χ̃ → eþe−γ and the loop-induced process
χ̃ χ̃ → γγ, which are both characterized by a linelike signal
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in the small mass splitting regime. In particular, in the
nondegenerate region of the parameter space, the annihi-
lation into two photons is the dominating contribution,
while for small mass splitting it is the VIB channel that
dominates.
In Fig. 2 we report the exclusion limits on hσvi that we

find, both in the hypothesis that a spike is present in the
vicinity of the BH (red line) and in the hypothesis that the
DM profile is described by a NFW distribution (purple
line). The points shown in the plot are the ones that provide
the correct relic density Ωχ ¼ 0.12 (see Ref. [14] for
details). In particular, we exclude points which would
provide a photon flux higher than the one measured by
Fermi-LAT and HESS, i.e., the data shown in Fig. 3 of
Ref. [21]. Apart from the constraints coming from Cen A,
we also plot for comparison the bounds on the model
coming from the observation of GC photons by Fermi-LAT
(yellow line) [41] and HESS (blue line) [42].
As it can be observed in Fig. 2, while the GC constraints

are very mild due to the fact that the spike does not survive
to date, in the presence of a DM spike in the inner region of
Cen A, the vast majority of the parameter space would be
excluded. In particular, no DM candidate with a mass
higher than 200 GeV survives. However, there is an
infinite set of solutions at smaller masses which is

characterized by coannihilation driven freeze-out and
evades the constraints for annihilation cross sections below
hσvi ∼ 10−34 − 10−35 cm3=s.
On the other hand, in the hypothesis that the spike has

not been formed, no constraint is imposed on the model.
However, we find that this scenario is of lower interest
given that no measurable signal can be detected in the near
future, neither from annihilation nor from the scattering,
and Cen A would not be competitive with observations
from other astrophysical sources such as the GC. For this
reason, we decide to not comment further on this scenario.
We now move on to discuss the possible detection of a

circularly polarized signal from Cen A coming from the
scattering of DM particles with electrons in the jet. From
Fig. 2, we infer that allowedDMcandidates havemasses that
span from 40 to 200 GeV and a coupling aR ≲ 10−2.
Candidates with masses lower than 40 GeV are not consid-
ered since Z-width constraints substantially exclude these
scenarios, given that a new decay channel into a pair of
mediator particles would open up. Interestingly, the mass
splittings for the survived parameter space points are fixed by
the relic density constraint and span from ΔM ¼ 3ð1Þ GeV
for a DM candidate with mass mχ̃ ¼ 50ð200Þ GeV.
In Fig. 3 we report the predicted fluxes for some

benchmark allowed parameter space points, i.e., mχ ¼
50 GeV,ΔM ¼ 3 GeV in blue andmχ ¼ 100 GeV,ΔM ¼
2 GeV in orange for aR ∼ 10−2. In dashed and dashed-
dotted lines the flux of photons with positive and negative

FIG. 2. Exclusion limits on the total annihilation cross section
as a function of the DM mass for different values of the mass
splittingΔM using the data of Fermi-LATand HESS. The red line
is derived in the hypothesis of a DM spike being present in the
center of Cen A, while the purple one assumes that the DM
density is described by the NFW profile. The data to derive these
lines are taken from Ref. [21]. The parameter space points shown
in the plot are the ones that satisfy the DM relic density
constraint. For comparison the constraints coming from the
annihilation of DM in the GC for a NFW profile (taken from
Refs. [41,42]) are included (yellow and blue lines).

FIG. 3. The predicted photon fluxes coming from the scattering
of DM particles with masses of 50 GeV (blue) and 100 GeV
(orange) with the electrons of the AGN jet of Cen A in the
presence of a spike in the vicinity of the BH are shown. Dashed
and dashed dotted lines correspond to the flux of photons with
positive and negative circular polarization, respectively, and solid
lines to the sum of both contributions. In the lower panel, the
circular polarization asymmetry is reported.
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circular polarization, respectively, can be found, while solid
lines denote the total flux of photons, i.e.,

dΦγ;tot

dEγ
¼ dΦγ;þ

dEγ
þ dΦγ;−

dEγ
: ð25Þ

The calculation of the fluxes is performed in the narrow
width approximation (NWA) and further details on the
validity of it and the various kinematic features of the
process are discussed in Ref. [14].
From direct inspection of the plot, we observe that

the expected flux of photons reaches values of
∼10−14 erg cm−2 s−1 in the peak around ΔM∼ few GeVs.
The intensity of this flux is around 2 orders of magnitude
smaller than the background and a detection in absence of a
considerable advancement in the signal to background
discrimination is unlikely in the near future.
It is worth noting though that, in order to obtain our

results, we are using the parameters of Table I, which
completely determine the electron energy spectrum given
by Eq. (21). This means that we are fixing the jet power in
electrons to Le ¼ 3.1 × 1043 erg=cm3 for the 1st SSC zone
and to Le ¼ 3 × 1040 erg=cm3 for the 2nd SSC (red and
blue lines of Fig. 3 of Ref. [21]). On the contrary, the
authors of Refs. [6–8] use the fit for the electron energy
spectrum given by the brown line of Fig. 5 of Ref. [43] but
they consider a much higher value for the jet power in
electrons, i.e., the Eddington limit Le ∼ 1045 erg=cm3,
instead of the one needed to fit the data with the model
they used, which is Le ¼ 7 × 1040 erg=cm3. Since the
value of Le fixes the normalization constant ke, assuming
a jet power in electrons of the order of the Eddington limit
would enhance our expected photon flux coming from DM-
electron scatterings by two orders of magnitude, meaning
that the flux would be of the order of the sensitivity of the
experiment or even higher. However, an increase in the jet
power has to be followed by a consistent reparametrization
of the jet, otherwise the flux of photons coming from the
SSC of electrons would exceed the measured photon flux.

Regarding the circular polarization asymmetry,
defined by

Φþ −Φ−

Φtot
≡

dΦγ;þ
dEγ

− dΦγ;−
dEγ

dΦγ;tot

dEγ

; ð26Þ

looking at the lower panel of Fig. 3, we notice that the degree
of asymmetry at the peak is almost 100%. Since astrophysi-
cal sources could not mimic these high circular polarization
asymmetries, a measurement of this will provide a proof on
new physics. However, the only efficient methods developed
to date for circular polarization measurements are based on
Compton scattering. These techniques, which exploit the
correlation of the outgoing electron spin with the initial
photon helicity, measure the secondary asymmetries caused
by a primary gamma ray flux. This means that in practice the
sensitivity with respect to the one needed tomeasure the total
flux decreases by a factor A

ffiffiffi
ϵ

p
p, where A ∼ 10% is the

typical asymmetry in the secondary particle spectra expected
from a 100% polarized gamma ray flux and ϵp the efficiency
of the detector for useful events. See Refs. [10,14] for more
details on this. Therefore, this suggests that novel techniques
should be developed in order to exploit the polarization of the
signal with the objective of disentangling the background.
For completeness, in Fig. 4 we show a heat map high-

lighting the peak value of the flux from the scattering with
electrons for all the parameter space pointswhich provide the
correct relic density abundance. Points for which theNWA is
not valid are not shown.Notice that thepositionof the peakof
the flux is at ΔM. We observe that the maximum values are
obtained for low mass DM candidates, which are however

TABLE I. Parameters related to the electron energy spectrum
for Cen A [21].

Parameter 1st SSC zone 2nd SSC zone

δ 1.0 1.0
θ0 30° 30°
B (G) 6.2 17.0
Rb (cm) 3.0 × 1015 8.8 × 1013

s1 1.8 1.5
s2 4.3 2.5
γ0min 3 × 102 1.5 × 103

γ0max 1 × 107 1 × 107

γ0brk 8.0 × 102 3.2 × 104

Le ðerg s−1Þ 3.1 × 1043 3 × 1040

FIG. 4. Heat map of the peak value of the fluxes coming from
scattering of DM with the electrons of the AGN jet in the scenario
of a DM density in the core. The parameter points displayed are
the ones that provide the correct relic abundance and for which
the NWA is valid.
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unfortunately ruled out by Z boson decay constraints. In
particular, for the parameter space points allowed by the Z
boson decay constraint, the flux in the peak cannot exceed
10−13 erg cm−2 s−1, being therefore lower than the sensitiv-
ity of Fermi-LAT to measure this signal in the upcoming
years (∼5 × 10−13 erg cm−2 s−1 in 30 years of data collec-
tion). Thismeans that, in order to detect this signal, wewould
need a coupling 3 times bigger than the one providing the
correct relic abundance for our model.

B. Fit of the photon excess with DM self-annihilations

As it is pointed out in Ref. [21], due to the hardening of
the photon spectrum at energies above ∼2.5 GeV and
extending to ∼250 GeV, a single-zone SSC interpretation
for the overall SED of the Cen A core is disfavored and
suggests the need of a new gamma ray emitting component.
The lack of variability of the gamma ray emission at both
GeV and TeV energies does not yet allow disentanglement
of the physical nature of this component, though a jet-
related origin is possible and a simple two-zone SEDmodel
fit can mimic the observed signal. Even if in the previous
section we have considered the SSC model with two zones
derived in Ref. [21], which is only valid if we assume that
the nonexistent variability measured is the result of limited
statistics, the origin of the photons observed from Cen A is
not completely clear. Some studies, such as Ref. [5],
suggest that the photons with energies between 2.5 GeV
and 5 TeV can be partially explained by the self-
annihilation of DM particles. The limited angular resolu-
tion of current gamma ray instruments together with the
nonexistent variability measured, do not make it possible to
strongly exclude any of these hypotheses. However, as it
has been previously pointed out, in Ref. [30] it has been
shown that at least part of the photon emission at Eγ ≳
100 GeV arises on large scales, i.e., from the kpc scale jet.
In the subsequent analysis, we will assume that the data

measured by Fermi-LAT and HESS can be explained only
partially with known astrophysical sources and we will fit
the excess with DM signals. In particular, we fit energies
below 2.4 GeV and above 300 GeV with a broken power
law

dΦback

dEγ
¼

� kE−γ1
γ Eγ ≤ Ebr

kEγ2þγ1
br E−γ2

γ Eγ > Ebr

; ð27Þ

where Ebr ¼ 2.4 GeV, and the remaining data with DM
annihilation. The total flux expression that we fit is there-
fore given by

dΦ
dEγ

¼ dΦback

dEγ
þ dΦann

dEγ
: ð28Þ

Regarding the annihilation flux, we convolute the expres-
sion in Eq. (3) with a Gaussian kernel in order to smear the

signal and reproduce a result closer to the experimental
measurements. In particular, we have

dΦann

dEγ
¼

Z
∞

0

dE0
γKðEγ; E0

γÞ
dΦann

dE0
γ
ðE0

γÞ; ð29Þ

where

KðEγ; E0
γÞ ¼

1ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2π

p
σ
e−

ðEγ−E0γ Þ2

2σ2 : ð30Þ

We naively assume a 10% uncertainty at the experimental
level which fixes σ ¼ 0.1E0

γ .
Since we consider parameter space points that satisfy

the relic abundance constraint, one degree of freedom
of our model is fixed, and therefore the flux we consider
is characterized by a total of 5 free parameters, i.e.,
fk; γ1; γ2; aR;mχ̃g. Since we are fitting Ndata ¼ 19 data
points taken from Ref. [30], the number of degrees of
freedom is Ndof ¼ 19 − 5 ¼ 14 and

χ2 ¼
XNdata

i¼1

ðOi
meas −Oi

thÞ2
σ2i

ð31Þ

is the usual χ2 definition with Oi
meas the measured values,

Oi
th the theoretical prediction, and σi the uncertainty of

the data.
In Fig. 5, on the left, we show the contour plot of the χ2

values as a function of the DM mass and the coupling,
identifying the parameter space point that best fits the data.
The minimum value χ2min ¼ 1.59 is subtracted for conven-
ience. For this fit, we have considered the photons coming
from the annihilation of DM into γγ, γZ, and e−eþγ
together with the ones coming from the synchrotron
radiation of the electrons produced in the annihilation in
the presence of a magnetic field. In order to obtain the
latter, we consider the equipartition magnetic field model,
see Refs. [3,44], and therefore the magnetic field can be
written as

BðrÞ ¼

8>><
>>:

B0ð rc
racc

Þ2ð r
racc

Þ−5
4 r < racc

B0ð rrcÞ−2 racc ≤ r < rc

B0 r ≥ rc

: ð32Þ

B0 ∼ 200 μG is obtained assuming a mean comoving
magnetic field of B ∼ 10 G, racc ¼ 2GMBH=ν2flow is the
accretion radius, with νflow ∼ 500–700 km=s the velocity of
the Galactic wind at the center of Cen A, and ∼5 kpc the
radius of the inner cocoon, i.e., the size of the inner radio
lobes. Note that the mean comoving magnetic field for the
jet model used in the previous section is 6.2 G for the first
SSC zone and 17 G for the second. In this section we are
using a different assumption regarding the origin of the
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measured flux of photons but we consider a mean magnetic
field close to these values. It is important to notice too that
the 1st SSC zone model (without including the 2nd zone)
can be compatible with the scenario of this section and
therefore we think that a value of B ∼ 10 G is a reasonable
choice. Besides, we have verified that the dependence of
the flux on the comoving magnetic field is approximately
Φsyn ∝ 1=B, for values of B not too far from 10 G.
However, the complete dependence on B is rather complex
and the shape of the flux can be affected. We checked for an
envelope of values between [5, 20] G, finding that the shape
of the flux does not change and an overall rescaling of the
synchrotron flux would be sufficient to describe a modi-
fication of the magnetic field in that range. Details on how
to perform the calculation of the synchrotron radiation
signal can be found in the Appendix.
It is worthy to mention that photons coming from syn-

chrotron radiation can be circularly polarized. However,
even for high magnetic fields the circular polarization
asymmetry is expected to be very low for photons in the
gamma ray band. This can be inferred from Ref. [45],
where the authors find that the circular polarization fraction
of photons coming from synchrotron radiation in high
magnetic fields scales as E−p=2

γ for an electron energy
spectrum ∝ E−p

e . In our case p ∼ 2. Since their results show
that a fraction of circular polarization higher than 50%
cannot be reached by photons with energies of ∼2 eV, the
synchrotron radiation coming from the annihilation of our
DM candidate is expected to have a negligible circular
polarization asymmetry.
Going back to the results of our fit, we observe that the

best fit value in Fig. 5 is found for a DM candidate with
mχ̃ ¼ 123 GeV, ΔM ¼ 2 GeV, and aR ¼ 0.018. The
respective flux is shown in the right panel of Fig. 5, where

all the different components considered in our calculation
are displayed.1 However, given the large bin widths,
especially of the bin [30, 300] GeV, several DM candidates
show a good fit. In order to better discern the various
models, a finer binning would be needed.
In the right panel of Fig. 5, we also display the

corresponding photon flux which comes from the scattering
of DM and electrons in the jet and provide a circularly
polarized signal. For the calculation of this flux we have
considered the electron energy spectrum derived in
Ref. [21], which assumes a two zone SSCmodel explaining
all the photons measured with SM processes. However, for
the value of the mass splitting shown, only the 1st SSC zone
is relevant and therefore the treatment is consistent with the
scenario of this section. As we expected, this photon flux is
very low with respect to the components coming from
annihilation and therefore it is not worthy to implement it in
the fit and we just show it here for comparison.
It is relevant to mention that both the DM candidate

which provides the best fit value and the candidates allowed
in the previous scenario considered, i.e., 40 GeV≲mχ̃ ≲
200 GeV and aR ≲ 10−2, will not provide observable
signatures in direct detection and collider searches in
upcoming years. In Fig. 5 of Ref. [14], constraints on
the anapole moment from direct detection for this model are
reported. Note that this candidate can interact with quarks
only via one loop anapole moments. By looking at the
figure, we see that not only is our candidate not excluded by
XENON1T, but also it is not expected to be observed by the

FIG. 5. Left: Contour plot showing the χ2 values for the parameter space points of interest in the mχ̃ − aR plane. The best fit value is
indicated with a green cross. Right: Flux of the best fit parameter space point, separating the contribution of the background and of the
individual channels eþe−γ, γγ, Zγ and the synchrotron radiation. The data points are also displayed with relative bin widths and
uncertainties.

1Note that the flux displayed in the figure is the differential
flux, while the fit is performed by computing the differential
binned flux, i.e., the integral of the differential flux in each bin
divided by the bin width.
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next-generation LZ experiment. With respect to collider
searches, constraints based on the pair production of the
mediator and its subsequent decay from the LHC exclude
only scenarios in which the mediator mass is mφ ≲
100 GeV and ΔM ∼ few GeV, while LEP can only put
bounds formφ ≲ 90 GeV andmφ=mχ ≥ 1.03; see Ref. [14]
for more details on this. Furthermore, in Ref. [46] a
summary of the current LHC and LEP constraints on this
model based on the mediator decay and projections for the
future Circular Electron Positron Collider are reported.
Note however that lower mass splittings of less than a few
GeV could be explored by the future eþ e− colliders such as
the International Linear Collider (ILC) [47]. Another
possible signal produced by the DM model considered is
monophoton signatures. However, as it is shown in
Ref. [20], both LEP and the projected ILC limits can only
exclude candidates displaying annihilation cross sections
above ∼10−27 cm3=s. A different future linear collider
which could reach center of mass energies high enough
to produce our DM candidates is the Compact Linear
Collider (CLIC) [48]. In order to estimate the prospects of
CLIC to observe this kind of signatures, we have computed
the cross section for e−eþ → χ̃ χ̃ γ at

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 3 TeV for the
best fit parameter space point, finding σ ∼ 10−6 fb. This
cross section is 6 orders of magnitude below the projected
sensitivity of the future linear collider, estimated to be of
few fb [49] for monophoton searches. Therefore, we can
conclude that the DM candidate considered could be
possibly detected either by indirect detection of its anni-
hilation and scattering products in high DM density regions
or via the mediator pair production at future eþ e− colliders.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we have explored for the first time the
photon signatures of leptophilic t-channel thermal DM in
Cen A, the closest active galaxy powered by its AGN. This
AGN, apart from being an important source of high-energy
electrons, is expected to possess a DM density spike in its
core due to the DM accretion onto its SMBH, which should
have survived to date. This is not the case for theMilkyWay
since our galaxy is old enough so that the spike structure is
smoothed down due dynamical relaxation caused by the
scattering of DM with stars. Therefore, the study of the
signatures coming from the DM rich environment of Cen A
can complement and even improve the constraints coming
from conventional searches in our galaxy.
In the model we consider, where our DM candidate is a

Majorana fermion which couples to right-handed electrons
via a scalar mediator, both the DM self-annihilations,
χ̃ χ̃ → e−eþγ, χ̃ χ̃ → γγ, and their scatterings with elec-
trons, χ̃e− → χ̃e−γ, can resemble linelike signatures in the
photon spectrum. These peaks on the spectrum are expected
at energies equal to the DM particle mass and mass
splitting, respectively. Moreover, since the DM-electron

scattering arise via a P violating interaction, the photons
produced in these interactions will be circularly polarized.
Given the fact that the origin of the X ray and gamma ray

photons coming from the core of Cen A measured by
Fermi-LAT and HESS is not completely clear, we have
considered two different scenarios in order to derive our
results. Firstly, following Ref. [21] we assume that the
photons detected in the whole energy range of the spectrum
can be explained completely by the SSC radiation of two
emitting zones. Consequently, considering the measured
photons as a background for potential DM signals, we derive
constraints over our model due to the self-annihilation of
DM. In particular, DM candidates with average annihilation
cross sections below hσvi ∼ 10−34 − 10−35 cm3=s are ruled
out. These constraints are 7 orders of magnitude stronger
than the ones from the GC and imply thatmχ̃ ≲ 200 GeV for
thermal DM candidates. Besides, measurements of Z boson
decay into invisible particles leave basically no room for an
additional decay channel into the dark sector. In order to
avoid this constraint, the mass of the mediator is restricted to
mφ ≥ 45 GeV and, therefore, no DM mass smaller than
∼40 GeV is allowed for mass splittings of a few GeV. In
summary, the allowed range of DM masses is 40 GeV≲
mχ̃ ≲ 200 GeV with couplings aR ≲ 10−2. In this region the
mass splittings are fixed by the relic density constrain, since
coannihilations dominate and totally determine the relic, and
in particular we have ΔM ¼ 3ð1Þ GeV for a DM candidate
with mass mχ̃ ¼ 50ð200Þ GeV.
Focusing on the allowed area of the parameter space,

we calculate the photon flux coming from the radiative
scattering of DM particles with the electrons of the jet and
the circular polarization asymmetry of these photons. We
found that the flux of photons coming from χ̃e− → χ̃e−γ in
Cen A is two orders of magnitude lower than the back-
ground. The circular polarization asymmetry related to
these interactions reaches values close to 100%, a degree of
asymmetry which cannot be mimicked by any other SM
source. Therefore, a measurement of strong polarization
would be a proof of new physics. However, new techniques
to measure the circular polarization of photons should be
developed if we plan to take advantage of this feature.
In the second scenario, we consider that the photons

measured by Fermi-LAT and HESS can be explained only
partiallywith SMprocesses in the jets, i.e., SSC radiation, and
we fit the excess with DM signals coming from self-annihi-
lation. The resulting best fit value is obtained for a DM
candidate with mχ̃ ¼ 123 GeV, ΔM ¼ 2 GeV, and
aR ¼ 0.018.
In summary, both scenarios point to a DM candidate

with a mass mχ̃ ∼ 100 GeV and couplings aR ≲ 10−2.
Therefore, if a DM spike is present in the inner core of
Cen A as it is argued in Ref. [2], a leptophilic Majorana
fermion interacting with electrons through a scalar media-
tor could be a DM candidate providing the correct relic
density only under these circumstances. In that case,
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100% circularly polarized signals of photons are expected
for energies around the value of the mass splitting.
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APPENDIX: SYNCHROTRON RADIATION FLUX

In order to compute the photon flux coming from the
synchrotron radiation of electrons/positrons produced by
DM annihilation we follow [3]. For this calculation we
need to perform the following integrals over the electron
energy E and the radial coordinate r:

E2
γ

dΦsyn

dEγ
¼ 8πEγ

d2AGN

Z
r0

4RS

r2dr
Z

mχ

Eγ

dEPðr; E; EγÞψ eðr; EÞ;

ðA1Þ
where ψ eðr; EÞ is the electron and positron energy spec-
trum coming from χ̃ χ̃ → e−eþγ and Pðr; E; EγÞ is the
synchrotron emission spectrum. Specifically, for our model
the electron and positron energy spectrum can be written as

ψ eðr; EÞ ¼
1

2bðr; EÞ
�
ρDMðrÞ
mDM

�
2
Z

mDM

E
dES

dσve−eþγ
dES

;

ðA2Þ

with
dσve−eþγ

dES
the differential velocity averaged cross section

for the annihilation channel χ̃ χ̃ → e−eþγ, which is a
function of ES, and

bðr; EÞ ¼ 4

3
σT

BðrÞ2
2μ0

γ2L ðA3Þ

the total energy loss rate, which depends on the magnetic
field BðrÞ, shown in Eq. (32), the electron Lorentz factor
γL ¼ E

me
, the vacuum permeability μ0, and the Thomson

cross section σT .
The synchrotron emission spectrum can be expressed as

Pðr; E; EγÞ ¼
1

4πε0

ffiffiffi
3

p
e3BðrÞ
me

Gi

�
Eγ

Ec
γðr; EÞ

�
; ðA4Þ

where e is the elementary charge, ε0 the vacuum permit-
tivity, and Gi the isotropic synchrotron spectrum, which
depends on the critical photon energy

Ec
γðr; EÞ ¼

3eE2BðrÞ
4πm3

e
: ðA5Þ

GiðxÞ can be obtained by averaging the synchrotron
spectrum over an isotropic distribution of pitch angles

GiðxÞ ¼
1

2

Z
π

0

G

�
x

sin α

�
sin2 αdα; ðA6Þ

with GðtÞ ¼ t
R∞
t K5=3ðuÞdu, where K5=3 is the modified

Bessel function of order 5=3. However, in order to simplify
the numerical calculation we use the parametrization
provided in [50].
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